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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents an unified approach in analyzing and structuring the content of videotaped lectures
for distance learning applications. By structuring lecture videos, we can support topic indexing and semantic querying of multimedia documents captured in the traditional classrooms. Our goal in this paper is
to automatically construct the cross references of lecture videos and textual documents so as to facilitate
the synchronized browsing and presentation of multimedia information. The major issues involved in our
approach are topical event detection, video text analysis and the matching of slide shots and external
documents. In topical event detection, a novel transition detector is proposed to rapidly locate the slide
shot boundaries by computing the changes of text and background regions in videos. For each detected
topical event, multiple keyframes are extracted for video text detection, super-resolution reconstruction,
binarization and recognition. A new approach for the reconstruction of high-resolution textboxes based
on linear interpolation and multi-frame integration is also proposed for the effective binarization and
recognition. The recognized characters are utilized to match the video slide shots and external documents
based on our proposed title and content similarity measures.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Multimedia database management has been an active research
area in the past several years. The structuring, indexing and retrieval of video databases are essential tasks in many applications.
These issues are intensively studied [1,2] and several working systems have been developed [3,4]. In this paper, we address the issue
of video structuring on a particular type of video archive, i.e., videotaped lectures (or lecture videos), which are automatically taped
during lectures without human intervention. Neither external software nor hardware is used to obtain the cross-media information.
The recorded videos are basically unstructured and the relationship
with external documents (e.g., lecture slides) is absent. These videos,
in general, are not easy to browse and read, given the fact that they
are poor in visual quality and only linear scanning of content is affordable. To upgrade the use of these videos, one way is to structure
them by uncovering the linking between video segments and external documents. This not only enables the cross-reference browsing
of videotaped documents, but also allows the remedy of video quality with the aid of external documents, as demonstrated in Ref. [5].
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Fig. 1 shows a typical framework of structuring lecture video
content for effective indexing. The inputs to the framework are an
external document and a videotaped lecture that consists of the
audio--visual information of presenting the document. Initially the
video is partitioned into segments called slide shots according to the
presentation. Each slide shot basically captures one page of the document. Video texts embedded in each slide shot are detected and
recognized, while audio information is analyzed for speech recognition. Since video text and speech analysis are usually error-prone,
the texts in the document can be extracted to guide the text and
speech recognition. The recognized words from video and audio are
then matched and synchronized with the document so as to construct the "linking indices'' that model the cross-referenced relationship among them.
In this paper, we propose approaches to constructing the "linking
indices'' between low-quality lecture videos and external documents
by video text analysis. Similar efforts have been done in Refs. [6--11],
but not specifically with text cues, since texts in lecture videos are
hard to be recognized by machines. In our database, the lecture
videos are taped in the university classrooms. The external documents, which are the electronic copies of presentation slides (e.g.
PowerPoint slides and .pdf documents), are projected to the screen
in front of the classroom. The lecturers are free to move before
the screen to present the documents to the students. A stationary
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and answer the students' questions. The oral presentation may not
be exactly the same, but related to the current slide most time. Nonalignment between the oral presentation and the slides may happen,
but will not be frequent, e.g., the lecturer forgets to show the new
slide when moving on, or simply mentions a previous slide without
showing it again. For these cases, natural language processing, audio
and speech analysis are necessary for the structuring of video content, and can be incorporated with text to further improve this work.

Videotaped Lecture

Topic Detection by
Slide Transition
Detection

2. Related works

Slide shot
Video Text
Detection &
Recognition

External
Document

Speech
Recognition

Synchronization of Video, Audio & External document

Linking indices
Fig. 1. A framework for lecture video indexing.

camera is amounted in the classroom and the screen is always captured. As a result, the texts in videos become the most reliable information for synchronizing lecture videos and external documents.
The flow of our approaches is similar to Fig. 1 except that in this
paper only text analysis is employed. As seen in Fig. 1, speech is
another important modality for lecture video indexing and can be
incorporated with text. There are also numerous related issues to
address, e.g. how to deal with environmental noise in speech recognition, and how to fuse speech with text. However, these issues are
beyond the scope of this paper. In this work, we focus on the research
issues in video text analysis, including topical event detection, highresolution textbox reconstruction, and the linking of video shots and
document pages by text matching.
Compared with other videos, lecture videos pose some new challenges to video structuring. For topic detection, the presence of a
new page causes only very slight visual changes in the slide region.
On the other hand, to improve the users' experience in learning with
lecture videos, it is necessary to capture the lecturer's teaching activities such as gestures and postures together with the screen. The
lecturer's motion results in much more significant frame difference.
The slide transition detection based on visual cues is therefore greatly
affected by the lecturer's motion. The resolution and quality of the
texts are usually very low. The existing optical character recognition
(OCR) softwares cannot be directly applied to lecture videos. In this
paper, we do both topic detection and synchronization by video text
analysis. For the former, we propose a new approach that employs
the salient visual changes of text regions for slide shot transition
detection based on foreground/background segmentation and text
region localization. For the latter, we propose an algorithm to reconstruct high-resolution textboxes by integrating multiple frames,
which can significantly improve the text recognition results.
Since only video texts are utilized, we do not consider the cases
when the topics of discussion are not aligned with the page being
shown. From our experience in lecture capture, these cases do not
happen frequently. The documents shown in class are usually designed to contain just the outline of the lecture. During presentation,
the lecturer then explains the content in detail to the students. For
instance, the lecturer can give more examples, some insight thought,

2.1. Topical event detection
In the past few years, issues in multimedia authoring of live presentation have attracted numerous research attentions. Topical event
detection has been actively addressed since it serves as the first
fundamental step towards the semantic structuring of lecture video
content [8--10,12,13]. Topical event detection is usually achieved by
slide matching [9] or slide transition detection [8,10,13]. Slide matching is carried out by matching the content of slide regions located in
videos with the real electronic slides. This approach is usually computationally slow since repeated or redundant matching is required
in order to locate an exact boundary.
Slide transition detection, on the other hand, is achieved by
measuring the dissimilarity of adjacent frames. The term "slide
transition'' refers to the flipping of slides either manually by hand
or electronically by pressing a button. Slide transitions, unlike conventional shot transitions [14,15], do not show significant color
changes in most cases. Since most presenters tend to apply the same
design to all electronic slides in one presentation, the color content
of adjacent slides could be very similar. Traditional shot boundary
detectors [14,15] may miss such transitions; on the other hand,
they can easily cause false alarms due to the motion of a presenter.
In Refs. [8,10], the visual cues like the number of pixel changes [8]
and the percentage of outlier points [10] due to motion warping of
adjacent frames are utilized to locate slide boundaries. These approaches, like Refs. [14,15], can trigger false alarms especially when
a presenter moves and occludes part of the projected slides.
Our approach for topical event detection is based on slide transition detection. To discount the effect due to the motion of a presenter, foreground (presenter) and background (projected screen)
scenes are segmented. The salient changes of texts and figures in
the slide region, instead of the visual changes in the whole frame as
used in conventional shot detection [14,15], are numerically computed for slide transition detection.
2.2. Synchronization of lecture videos and external documents by text
analysis
To date, synchronization of lecture videos and external documents can be a manual and labor-intensive task if the cross-reference
of multiple sources is not explicitly synchronized by special software
or hardware. In certain systems [6,11], the instructors need to manually edit time stamp information in order to match the electronic
slides with the relevant audio--video clips. To tackle this problem,
several approaches have been proposed to automate the synchronization by matching the content difference, spatial layout and background color of slides and videos [9,10,13]. Since electronic slides in
one presentation are normally designed under one master template,
the geometric and visual hints alone, in general, are not enough for
reliable matching. The analysis of spatial layout in Refs. [9,16] or
content difference in Ref. [13], for instance, is robust for matching
slides that contain diagrams and images, but may not be appropriate for slides that contain mainly the textual information. In Ref. [9],
speech transcription and spoken document retrieval techniques are
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also employed for synchronization. Nevertheless, the result of synchronization is heavily dependent on the content of speech and a
presenter's accent and pronunciation.
In this paper, we present an automatic way of synchronization
by video text analysis. Correct recognition of video text is a difficult task [17]. However we show that the recognition can be greatly
improved by reconstructing the high-resolution video textboxes obtained from multiple keyframes. Video text analysis, more specifically video OCR, includes mainly the detection, segmentation and
recognition of video texts. In general, text appearing in videos can be
classified into two groups: scene text and artificial text [18]. Scene
text is part of the scene to be captured, e.g. street names or shop
names in the scene. Artificial text is produced separately from the
video and is superimposed to it in a later stage, such as the headlines
in a news program. Artificial texts could be noised only during video
compression, but not during video capturing process. Text in lecture
videos mainly belongs to scene texts. Noise in scene text may come
from both video compression and video capture, e.g. due to varying
lighting conditions. Thus, scene texts are usually more difficult to be
detected and recognized compared with artificial texts.
To date, techniques in video text detection can be broadly categorized into two major groups: geometric-based [18--21] and texturebased [22--25]. Representative works in video text segmentation include adaptive threshold [26,27], clustering [28,29] and character extraction filter [30]. Compared with text detection and segmentation,
relatively few works have been reported for video text recognition
[17,30]. In fact, most approaches directly apply commercial OCRs
for character recognition. As reported in Ref. [17], for superimposed
captions, only about 50% of recognition accuracy is attained by commercial OCRs. From our experiments as shown in Table 5, the direct
OCR recognition accuracy for lecture videos is even lower: only 38%
of the texts in titles and 3% in content can be correctly recognized.
Some examples of lecture video text can be found in Figs. 6, 10 and
online [31].
To achieve high text recognition accuracy, some early efforts
have been devoted to performing better binarization by adaptive
threshold [26,27]. These methods are difficult to segment texts with
similar colors to the background. In Ref. [29], a bi-color clustering
algorithm is proposed by assuming there are only two colors: a foreground text color and a background color. However, such assumption
is not true in many cases especially when the texts are embedded
in complex background. In Ref. [28], after considering complex background, all the pixels are classified into K segments. Texts are extracted and recognized for different K values (K = 2, 3, 4). All the
OCR results are verified and combined to produce the final text file.
The above methods focus on text segmentation for improving recognition results and address the issue of dealing with complex background in the text segmentation phase. However, this is not the main
problem in lecture videos since the slides are usually designed with
clear background so that students in class can easily recognize the
texts.
For text recognition in lecture videos, the difficulty lies in the low
resolution and visual quality of texts. To solve this problem, we reconstruct high-resolution textboxes by integrating multi-frames before text segmentation and recognition. Super-resolution has been
studied for decades. In the traditional image super-resolution problem [32], only one single image is available. Video super-resolution
can take advantage of multiple frames that contain the same objects or scenes. In Refs. [33,34], different approaches are proposed
to eliminate the blur due to the motion of the camera and the
object. Several works have also addressed specifically text enhancement for improving video OCR performance. In Ref. [35], linear interpolation is employed to increase the resolution of texts. In Refs.
[30,36,37], both linear interpolation and multi-frame integration are
used for video text enhancement. Most approaches assume the foreground text to be static over a long sequence of frames while the
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background pixels keep changing. In Ref. [36], a multi-frame integration is proposed to smooth the background scene by registering and averaging textboxes of different frames over time. In Refs.
[30,37], by assuming that the foreground captions are known with
white (or black) colors, a minimum (or maximum) operator is applied to reduce the variation of the background scene in news videos.
In Ref. [38], textboxes with higher background/foreground contrast
are thought to have better visual quality and readability. HCF (high
contrast frame) and HCB (high contrast block) are selected from different frames with the same text, and fed to OCR for text recognition.
Because of the moving background assumption, the approaches in
Refs. [30,36--38] are found to be effective particularly for recognition
of artificial texts such as headlines in news videos. For scene texts,
when text and background are both static such as in our videos, the
reconstructed or selected textbox from multi-frames by these approaches only changes little and sometimes the effect is even worse
for OCR recognition, compared with the textbox from a single frame.
Unlike superimposed captions, the noise that appears in lecture videos is mainly due to the factors such as lighting variance,
un-unique lighting distribution and screen reflection, the frequent
refreshment of the screen, and the shadow and occlusion of the presenter. These factors usually create varying noise effects particularly
on the regions near the boundaries of foreground characters and
background scene. In our approach, we also adopt linear interpolation and multi-frame integration but without the assumptions of
moving background or foreground character color like Refs. [30,36].
Initially, we expand the size of a textbox with sub-pixel accuracy by
linear interpolation. Then, by considering the local information, i.e.
color distributions inside and outside the textbox, each pixel is classified as either lying entirely on the foreground/background or near
the boundary of background/foreground. Instead of simple averaging, maximum or minimum operator [30,36], the proposed multiframe integration selects appropriate values based on classification
to enhance the color contrast between texts and background. This
approach is found to be effective in improving the results of binarization and OCR recognition.
3. Overview of proposed approaches
Our approaches in topical event detection and synchronization
are mainly based on the analysis of video texts. To detect the
transitions of slide shots, text and figure changes are numerically
computed. To synchronize videos and external documents, texts are
extracted and binarized for recognition. A critical technique that
guarantees the robustness of the proposed approach is the reconstruction of high-resolution video texts prior to recognition. We
show the significant difference in recognition accuracy between the
high and low-resolution characters.
For topical event detection, our approach is based on slide transition detection. We take into account the background (projected
screen) and foreground (presenter) information. The foreground and
background scenes are first segmented. The text regions in the segmented background are then located and utilized to detect the slide
transitions. To be efficient, the segmentation is conducted on an image volume formed by hundreds of video frames as a whole at each
iteration.
Multiple keyframes are extracted from each slide shot for text
recognition and synchronization. Firstly we employ the statistical
analysis of geometric properties in characters to detect textboxes.
The same textboxes extracted from multiple keyframes are then
integrated and reconstructed as a high-resolution textbox. The
textbox is binarized and input directly to commercial OCR package
for recognition. The recognized characters are utilized to match slide
shots and external documents. In this paper, we propose a two-stage
matching algorithm based on title and content similarity measures.
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of Tk is denoted as fk (t). The pixel value of fk (t) at location (i, j)
is written as fk (i, j, t). The size of a DC image frame is assumed as
M × N.
• The energy computed by background change detector is denoted as
Eb , while the energy computed by text change detector is denoted
as Ec .
• The DCT coefficients are denoted as uv , where 00 denotes
DC coefficient while uv denotes AC coefficients for u, v = 0.
The coefficients of a DCT block at fk (i, j, t) is simply indexed
as uv (i, j, t).
4.1. Template generation
To robustly segment the background and foreground scenes, the
statistical mean and standard deviation of pixels along the time dimension are modeled. Two templates, namely mean k and standard
deviation k templates, are generated to represent the statistical
changes at time interval Tk . The templates k and k are computed
as
k (i, j) =

1 
fk (i, j, t)
#Tk

(1)



1 

{fk (i, j, t) − k (i, j)}2
#Tk 

(2)

t∈Tk

Fig. 2. Framework for shot transition detection.

k (i, j) =

t∈Tk

This approach not only speeds up the matching time, but also
enhances the quality of matching since the reconstructed highresolution titles can always be reliably recognized.
For efficiency, shot transition detection is carried out directly
in the MPEG compressed domain. Since the detection of slide shot
boundaries does not require character recognition, a rough analysis
of DCT coefficients can already give us good enough accuracy. Synchronization, in contrast, requires detailed analysis since the resolution of video texts can have great impact for OCR. In our case, the
selected keyframes will be decompressed for video text detection,
binarization and recognition.

Since our videos are taped with static cameras, we can assume that
the background pixels are statistically unchanged unless they are
occluded by foreground objects. A background template which contains only binary values is generated as

0 k (i, j) > 2 × k
(3)
bk (i, j) =
1 otherwise
 
where k = 1/(M × N) i j k (i, j) is the mean standard deviation of
time interval Tk and M × N is the size of an image. The background
template will be used as a mask for computing Eb and Ec . The energy
Eb due to background change is

4. Topical event detection

Eb =

Topical event detection mainly relies on the text and background
cues in videos. The background cues include the visual changes in
images, graphics and diagrams. To speed up the processing time, we
adopt two strategies: (i) a video is processed in volumes and each
volume corresponds to a time interval composed of a group of DC
frames, (ii) AC coefficients are directly utilized to locate the text
regions.
Initially, a video is temporally partitioned into divisions of fixed
intervals. Each division contains a set of DC images. For convenience,
we refer a division as a time interval. Fig. 2 shows the overview of
our proposed framework. The algorithm works directly in the MPEG
compressed domain. Initially, a set of templates are computed from
a time interval for background and foreground segmentation. The resulting background template is used as a mask to locate text regions
and to compute energy due to background change. A text mask is also
generated for the computation of energy due to text change. Both
background and text energies are utilized to decide if a time interval contains slide transitions. Once a transition is suspected, the text
and background regions similarity among the image frames within
a time interval are investigated to detect the exact slide transitions.
For the ease of understanding, the following notations are used
in this section:
• The kth time interval of a video is denoted as Tk . The total number
of image frames in a time interval is #Tk . The tth DC image frame

1 
bk−1 (i, j) × |k (i, j) − k−1 (i, j)|
#bk−1
i

(4)

j

 
where #bk = i j bk (i, j) is a normalizing term, and k−1 (i, j) is the
mean template at time interval Tk−1 .
4.2. Approximate text region localization
Text regions are generally composed of a unique texture pattern.
This pattern is due to the horizontal intensity variations caused by
the characters within a text line and the vertical intensity variations
caused by the spacing between text lines. We adopt the approach
in Ref. [25] that utilizes AC coefficients uv to approximately but
rapidly locate the text regions. At each time interval Tk , the potential
text regions are characterized by the horizontal EHk and vertical EVk
text energies where
6
 
b (i, j)
×
|0v (i, j, t)|
EHk (i, j) = k
#Tk

(5)

6
 
b (i, j)
×
|u0 (i, j, t)|
EVk (i, j) = k
#Tk

(6)

t∈Tk v=2

t∈Tk u=1

Notice that the background mask bk is utilized in order to avoid
characterizing the foreground regions as texts. Based on Eq. (5), a
DCT block indexed by (i, j) is detected as a potential text candidate
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Fig. 3. (left) Original image frame; (middle) segmented background; (right) detected text regions.

if EHk (i, j) is greater than 1.45 times the average horizontal text energy of all the corresponding DCT coefficients in Tk . The detected
text regions are then refined by two morphological operators: a closing operator followed by an opening operator. This processing step
basically removes most of the isolated noisy blocks and merges the
nearby detached text blocks into coherent regions. A larger structural element size can remove larger noisy blocks (which might be
text) and merge two blocks that are farther away from each other
(which might not belong to the same text region). The structural element size is set to be 1 × 3 by following Ref. [25]. Subsequently,
contour tracking and connectivity analysis are implemented to segment text regions. Finally, three criterions are used to assess the validity of a text region: (1) the ratio of width over height is at least
1.5; (2) the size must cover at least 10 DCT blocks; (3) the total EVk
of a text region is at least 80. The empirical parameters such as the
number of AC coefficients used in text detection are based on the
setting in Ref. [25]. These parameters work well in most cases. As
discussed in Ref. [25], some failure examples may happen for largescale text (e.g. occupies half of the screen) which do not possess local
texture. However, this is not the case in this application since very
few large font texts are used in the slides. Furthermore, since we
do not require the precise detection of text regions, few missing or
falsely inserted text regions will not seriously affect the slide transition detection as most text regions can be detected. Fig. 3 shows
the segmented background and detected text regions of a video
frame.
The detected text regions are utilized as a text mask. Denote ck as
the text mask for Tk , the energy Ec due to text change is computed
as
Ec =

1 
ck−1 (i, j) × |k (i, j) − k−1 (i, j)|
#ck−1
i

(7)

j

 
where #ck = i j ck (i, j), ck (i, j) = 1 if the corresponding location
belongs to a text region and ck (i, j) = 0 otherwise.
4.3. Slide shot transition detection algorithm
The algorithm for locating the exact slide transition is given in Fig.
4. For each time interval Tk = {fk (0), fk (1), . . . , fk (m)}, energies due
to background and caption changes are computed, respectively. In
the implementation, two adjacent time intervals should overlap, i.e.,
Tk−1 ∩ Tk  = ∅. This is to prevent false negatives which can happen
if a slide transition resides in the last few frames of Tk . This is due
to the fact that the statistical mean template k in Eq. (1) is used to
represent Tk . In the algorithm, if either the background or caption
energy exceeds a pre-defined threshold, the exact transition will be
determined by measuring the similarity among the image frames
within Tk . Denote Simc and Simb as the caption and background

Fig. 4. Shot transition detection algorithm.

region similarities, respectively, between two image frames fk (t) and
fk (t + 1), we have
 
i

j ck−1 (i, j) × |fk (i, j, t) − fk (i, j, t − 1)|

i

j ck−1 (i, j) × |fk (i, j, t + 1) − fk (i, j, t)|

Simc =  
 
i

j bk−1 (i, j) × |fk (i, j, t) − fk (i, j, t − 1)|

i

j bk−1 (i, j) × |fk (i, j, t + 1) − fk (i, j, t)|

Simb =  

(8)

(9)

In principle, the similarity value is low if the value of the denominator is large. The numerator is a weighting factor such that only local
minimum will be detected as a shot transition. A frame fk (t +1) is determined as the beginning of a new page presentation if Simc < SimT
or Simb < SimT where the threshold SimT = 0.4 is empirically determined. Since the visual change is always very small when the slide is
not changed, and relatively much larger when a new slide is shown,
the detection result is not sensitive to the threshold. In Eqs. (8),
(9), Simc and Simb are normalized by the background and caption
masks, and will not be affected by different occlusion scales. Furthermore, since the ratio of visual changes in two consecutive frame
pairs, instead of the absolute frame difference is used, the similarity measure can cope with different illumination conditions. After a
detection, the current templates including ck , bk , k and k need to
be updated since they are computed from the image frames of Tk
which may contain shot transitions. Notice that in Eqs. (4), (7)--(9),
the mask ck−1 or bk−1 is employed instead of ck or bk . This is simply
because ck−1 and bk−1 are computed based on a time interval that
contains no shot transition and hence are more reliable to measure
the changes. In step 5(a) of the algorithm, the search for an exact
transition is only conducted in Tk instead of both Tk−1 and Tk . This is
because the templates in Tk will be re-computed in step 5(b) when
a transition is detected.
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5. Video text analysis

5.2. Super-resolution reconstruction

Unlike the detection of slide shot transitions, the processing of
video text is aimed for character recognition and hence requires detailed analysis. For each slide shot, five frames are evenly extracted
along the time dimension. These frames are treated as keyframes
which represent the essential content of the current slide shot, and
decompressed for video text analysis. In this application, we do
not research which keyframe is better for text recognition, but collect multiple frames along the time axis for integration. In each
keyframe, video text detection is carried out to extract textboxes.
The textboxes obtained from multiple keyframes are integrated for
super-resolution reconstruction. High-resolution textboxes are then
binarized and recognized by commercial OCR.

The main problem of recognizing video texts is the poor visual
quality due to low image resolution. For instance, in our lecture
videos, the height of a character is usually no more than 10 pixels which is too small for the commercial OCR systems. To improve
the resolution, we employ the super-resolution based approach. Our
approach is composed of two steps: (i) linear interpolation, and (ii)
multi-frames integration. The first step linearly expands the detected
textboxes in keyframes. The second step integrates the expanded
textboxes of multiple keyframes by enhancing the contrast of foreground texts to background scene.

5.1. Text detection
The aim of text detection is to locate the exact text region in
images or videos. Some factors including complex background, textlike scenes and the low contrast of foreground texts to background
scenes, will affect the results of detection. The current algorithms
for text detection can be separated into two categories: geometrybased and texture-based approaches. Compared with the latter one,
the geometry-based approach is easier to implement and more efficient, but much attention should be paid to noises. In our system, we
employ a geometry-based algorithm [19,20] to detect text regions in
the keyframes. In Refs. [19,20], the algorithm is developed for sign
text recognition. Although the scenes might be complex, the background of the frame containing sign texts is usually designed to be
unique so that people can easily recognize the signs. The geometrybased text detection is thus appropriate for sign detection. In our
application, the slides are also designed to have relatively simple
background. Our experiments show that this algorithm works for
text detection in lecture videos.
The algorithm operates as follows. The LOG (Laplacian of Gaussian) is employed to detect edges in keyframes. We obtain the
rectangles surrounding the edges, and then an attribution set is
computed for each rectangle. The attributes here include the center,
height and width of the rectangle, the edge intensity inside the
rectangle, the mean and variance corresponding to the foreground
and background color distribution. After getting the edges and their
attributes, the following criteria are used to exclude non-text regions: (i) one or both dimensions of the textbox are too large or
small; (ii) the edge intensity is too low; (iii) the edge inside the
region is too simple. The attributes and criteria we use are the same
as in Ref. [20, p. 89] and they are quite effective in removing false
alarms.
The remaining edges after excluding non-text regions are regarded as belonging to some characters. Since each character/word
may consist of several edges or components, a loop is done to combine all edges that belong to the same character/word. The attributes
obtained are used to check whether they are possibly of the same
character/word. A GMM (Gaussian mixture model) is used to represent background and foreground. Since characters in the same context share some common properties, they are used to analyze the
layout and refine detection results. The details of algorithm can be
found in Ref. [20, pp. 91--92].
The results of text detection may vary for different keyframes
of a shot. This is mainly due to the changes of lighting condition,
shadow and the movement of a presenter. Some texts may be hidden in one frame, while appear in the other frames. We integrate
the detection results from multiple keyframes. All the textboxes
detected in every frame will be counted in the final result. This
may include some noise in the detected textboxes and add a little workload to the OCR recognition, but usually will not affect
synchronization.

5.2.1. Linear interpolation
Denote L as a low resolution textbox, and S as the high-resolution
textbox of L. Let (X, Y) as the pixel index to S and (x, y) as the pixel
index to L. The relationship between S and L is

X Y
S(X, Y) = L
(10)
,
= L(x , y )
a a
where a is the interpolation factor, (x , y ) is a sub-pixel index to L,
and x  x < x + 1 and y  y < y + 1. By linear interpolation, we have
L(x, y ) = L(x, y) + (y − y) × (L(x, y + 1) − L(x, y))
L(x + 1, y ) = L(x + 1, y) + (y − y)
× (L(x + 1, y + 1) − L(x + 1, y))
By further manipulating the above equations, a high-resolution
textbox is reconstructed as follows:
S(X, Y) = L(x , y )

= L(x, y ) + (x − x) × (L(x + 1, y ) − L(x, y ))

(11)

5.2.2. Multi-frame integration
In our camera setting, although there is no background motion,
some difference always exists between keyframes, particularly on
the boundaries between texts and background. These noises come
from lighting variation, uneven lighting distribution, screen reflection, the frequent refreshment of screen, the movement of foreground objects and shadows. To remedy the noise effects, we adopt a
multi-frame integration strategy to combine the results of textboxes
obtained by linear interpolation. In this strategy, the value of each
pixel in a high-resolution textbox is updated depending on whether
it lies on a character, background or near the border of character
and background. The update is aimed to enhance the foreground and
background contrast of a textbox.
Let Sk denote the high-resolution textbox of the kth keyframe.
For each pixel indexed by (X, Y), we compute the statistical information of the textboxes as follows:
k (X, Y) =


1
Sk (X − p, Y − q)
×
|W |

(12)

p,q∈W

(X, Y) =

1 
×
k (X, Y)
k

(13)

k

(X, Y) =

1
max
|W | k



{Sk (X − p, Y − q) − k (X, Y)}2

(14)

p,q∈W

where W is a 5×5 local support window and |W | is the cardinality of
the window. (X, Y) measures the mean of k (X, Y) across k textboxes,
while (X, Y) characterizes the edge intensity near a pixel. Denote
S as the multi-frame integrated high-resolution textbox, we update
the pixel values in S based on the computed statistical information.
We consider two cases: (i) a pixel lies entirely on the background or
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a character, (ii) a pixel lies near the boundary of background and a
character. These two cases are determined by the value of (X, Y). If
the value of (X, Y) is smaller than a predefined threshold, case (i) is
assumed. Otherwise, case (ii) is considered. In both cases, we define
a small region R surrounding the textbox T as shown in Fig. 5. The
region R is assumed to lie in the background scene. Let f and b
denote the mean pixel values of foreground and background scenes,
R and T denote the mean values of R and T, T denote the standard
deviation of T, respectively. The details of two cases are as follows.
In case (i), a pixel lies entirely in the background or a character.
If R < T , apparently f > b . Otherwise, b > f . Assume f > b , to
guess whether a pixel (X, Y) lies in the background or foreground
scene, the values of (X, Y), T , and T are compared. Intuitively, if
(X, Y) > T +T , the pixel at (X, Y) should belong to foreground. Otherwise, the pixel belongs to background. Based on this information,
we can easily enhance the contrast of foreground and background
scenes in a new high-resolution textbox S as follows:
S (X, Y) =

max Sk (X, Y)

if (X, Y) > T + T

min Sk (X, Y)

if (X, Y) < T − T

k

k

(15)
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By Eq. (15), the pixels that apparently lie on the text edges which
draw the skeleton of the texts can be highlighted, while the background is smoothed.
In case (ii), a pixel at (X, Y) lies near the boundary of text edge
and background. In this case, comparing (X, Y) and a global value
T cannot robustly determine whether a pixel belongs to the foreground or background. This is mainly because noise usually exists
on the boundaries of foreground characters and background scene.
Instead, a local histogram is computed in the support window W of
a pixel at (X, Y) to model the color distribution, as shown in Fig. 5.
The distribution is basically characterized by two peaks (1 and 2
in the figure) that correspond to the means of foreground (f ) and
background (b ) scenes. If R > (1 + 2 )/2, b = 2 and f = 1 . Otherwise b = 1 and f = 2 . By measuring the distances from (X, Y)
to f and b , we can determine whether a pixel lies on a character or
the background. Similar to Eq. (15), assume f > b , we update S as
follows
⎧
max Sk (X, Y) if |(X, Y) − f |
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ k
S (X, Y) =
(16)
< |(X, Y) − b |
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ min S (X, Y) otherwise
k
k

Fig. 5. A procedure to check whether the pixel (X, Y) lies on a character.

Fig. 6 shows an example to compare the difference among the lowresolution (original) textboxes, the reconstructed high-resolution
textboxes before and after multi-frame integration. As shown in
the figure, multi-frame integration can effectively enhance the
quality of text binarization after increasing the contrast between
foreground and background scenes. By comparing the OCR outputs
of different textboxes, apparently multi-frame integration achieves
significantly higher recognition accuracy than linear interpolation.
Fig. 7 shows another example that compares our approach with
the algorithm proposed in Ref. [36]. As seen in this figure, in lecture videos, when the text and background are both static, the
averaged textbox from multiple frames does not help most of the
time. Our approach employs the local information in color distribution for high-resolution reconstruction, which proves useful in this
case.

Fig. 6. Super-resolution reconstruction for OCR. (a) & (b) are textboxes in low resolution, (d) & (g) are the reconstructed high resolution text boxes, (e) & (h) are the binarized
textboxes, (c), (f) & (i) are OCR output characters.

Fig. 7. Comparison between our approach and the algorithm proposed in Ref. [36]. (a) and (b) are two text boxes in low resolution, (c) is the averaged textbox by the
algorithm in Ref. [36]. (d) is the high-resolution textbox reconstructed by our approach. (e)--(h) are the binarized textboxes of (a)--(d).
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The definition and algorithm to compute the edit distance of two
strings can be found in Ref. [40]. We define the matching of two
words M(w1 , w2 ) as
⎧
1 if max(Ed(w1 , w2 ), Ed(w2 , w1 ))
⎪
⎨
min(len(w1 ), len(w2 ))
M(w1 , w2 ) =
(19)

⎪
4
⎩
0 otherwise
where len(w) is the length of a word. We say w1 and w2 are matched,
i.e., M(w1 , w2 ) = 1, if the edit distance between two words is small
compared with their lengths.
6.1. Title similarity
Titles usually have a larger font size, as a result, the chance of
success recognition is usually high. Let Wv and Wp denote the word
sets, respectively, from a video shot v and a document page p. The
set of matched words, Wm , between Wv and Wp is defined as

Fig. 8. The intensity distribution of a textbox in I space.

Wm = {w1 |w1 ∈ Wp , ∃w2 ∈ Wv , M(w1 , w2 ) = 1}
5.3. Text binarization
Since most OCR systems use binary images as input, binarization
is a preprocessing step of text recognition. Given a high-resolution
text box, the task is to determine whether the pixels belong to
foreground characters or just lie in background scene. The high
resolution texts usually have distinguishable colors between the
foreground and background, and also have a high intensity contrast
in a gray scale image. This makes it easy to segment text and to describe the characters using the marginal distribution in a color space.
We utilize R/G/B/H/I components for text binarization. Fig. 8
shows the pixel intensity distribution of a textbox in I space. The
foreground mean f , background mean b , foreground variance f ,
and background variance b are calculated for each component. Then
the GMM parameters of a text box are calculated and they can reflect
how well each component is in segmenting and describing character properties. Each component is associated with a confidence as
follows:
Ci =

|ib − if |

CH =

ib + if
min(|H
− H
|, 256 − |H
− H
|)
b
f
b
f
H
+ H
b
f

(17)

(18)

where i = {R, G, B, I}. The higher the value C, the more confident the
corresponding component. The component with the highest confidence is selected to carry out the segmentation of foreground texts
and background scene. As shown in Fig. 8, we select the value,
(f + b )/2, for binarization. The binarized text boxes are fed to OCR
system for character recognition. In our experiment, we use the commercial OCR system in Ref. [39] and the recognition results can be
found in Table 3.
6. Synchronization by constructing cross-reference linking
The extracted texts from videos are used to synchronize the video
shots and external documents. The texts from videos and documents
are separated into titles and contents. The similarity between a video
shot and a document page is based on the title and content similarities. Given a shot, a page with the highest similarity is linked to it
for indexing.
Both title and content similarities are based on word matching.
First, the extracted texts of title and content are separated into a list
of words. Given two words w1 and w2 , the edit distance is calculated.

(20)

The similarity between the titles of a video shot v and a document
page p is then defined as follows:



1
w ∈Wm len(w1 )
w ∈Wm len(w1 )
SimT (v, p) = ×  1
+  1
2
w ∈Wp len(w2 )
w ∈Wv len(w2 )
2

2

(21)
In Eq. (21), a longer matched word will contribute more to the similarity. This is because the longer words are usually less frequently
used and can help distinguish different pages if they are correctly
recognized. Furthermore, the error alarms from OCR will have less
effect on longer words. If there is no title in either v or p, SimT (v, p)
is set to 0.
6.2. Content similarity
The content matching is similar to title matching. However, compared with titles, the size of characters in content is usually smaller
and with lower visual quality. The recognition of content characters
is thus less reliable. To avoid using the wrongly recognized characters for similarity measure, the content similarity is defined as

w ∈Wm len(w1 )
(22)
SimC (v, p) =  1
w ∈Wp len(w2 )
2

where Wv , Wp and Wm have the similar meaning as Eq. (21); however, the words are not of the titles, but the content.
To reduce the amount of computation, content similarity of a
shot and a page is performed only when the title similarity between
them is below 0.7 or there is no title in the shot or page. The final
similarity between a shot and a page is defined as the sum of the
title and content similarities.
7. Experiments
We conduct experiments on five lecture videos taped in different classrooms. The duration of each video is about 45 to 60 min.
The five videos consist of nine different presentations. All the external documents are prepared by speakers with PowerPoint. Basically
a variety of master templates are used in different presentations. In
the first three videos, most pages contain only texts. In the last two
videos, most pages are mixed with texts, images, tables and figures.
The flipping time of most pages involves less than 10 frames. During
lectures, the documents are projected to the screen by an LCD projector. The lecturer can move freely in the class and make any gestures for presentation. The first three videos consist of one speaker
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Fig. 9. Sensitivity of topic detection to different time intervals and overlap lengths. (NM : number of missed transitions; NI : number of falsely inserted transitions.)

Table 2
Performance comparison of topic detection

Table 1
Results of topic detection
Lecture video

Nc

NI

NM

Accr.

Error rate

Precision

Recall

1
2
3
4
5

40
26
38
49
43

0
2
3
6
5

7
1
6
5
4

0.85
0.89
0.80
0.80
0.81

0.15
0.10
0.19
0.18
0.17

1.00
0.93
0.93
0.89
0.90

0.85
0.96
0.86
0.90
0.91

Lecture video

1
2
3
4
5

Proposed approach

Frame diff.

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

Precision

Color Histo.
Recall

1.00
0.93
0.93
0.89
0.90

0.85
0.96
0.86
0.90
0.91

0.93
0.83
0.81
0.76
0.71

0.55
0.74
0.30
0.72
0.85

0.75
0.88
0.84
0.76
0.79

0.13
0.26
0.11
0.52
0.70

each, while the last two videos consist of three different presenters,
respectively. Each speaker in the last two videos presents for approximately 20 min.

Accuracy =

NT − (NM + NI )
N − NI
= C
NT
NT

7.1. Topic detection

Error rate =

NM + NI
NM + NI
=
NT + NI
NC + NM + NI

We compare and contrast our proposed topic detection approach
with two other methods: frame difference [14] and color histogram
difference [15]. All the tested approaches operate directly in the
YCbCr color space of the MPEG domain. In the implementation, a
slide shot transition is detected if the value of frame difference or
color histogram difference is a local maximum. For the proposed approach, each time interval is composed of 120 DC image frames (5 s).
Two adjacent time intervals are overlapped by 60 images. The time
interval should be long enough so that a complete slide transition is
included and the visual changes due to the transition are calculated.
On the other hand, a large interval may contain more than one slide
transition. The interval overlap is to avoid the slide transition happening at the boundary of an time interval which might be missing.
In a presentation, it takes more than 30 s for the lecturer to present
one page most time, and normally a slide transition can be finished
in less than 10 frames. Thus, the parameter settings can deal with
most presentations. We conduct experiments on the five videos with
totally 219 slide transitions to test the sensitivity of parameter settings. Fig. 9 shows the numbers of missed and falsely inserted slide
transitions for different time intervals and overlap lengths. As seen
in Fig. 9, when the time interval and overlap can contain a complete
slide transition, the result is not sensitive to these two parameters.
To evaluate the performance, we count the numbers of actual
transitions NT , falsely inserted transitions NI , missed transitions NM
and correctly detected transitions NC . The following performance
measures are employed

The values of recall, precision and error rate are in the range of [0, 1].
Low recall values indicate frequent occurrence of false deletions,
while low precision values indicate the frequent occurrence of false
alarms. Error rate puts more penalty to false deletion than false
insertion, meanwhile accuracy has negative value if NC < NI .
Table 1 shows the performance of our proposed approach, while
Table 2 shows the comparison of the three approaches in terms of
recall and precision. As indicated in the tables, our proposed method
significantly outperforms the other two approaches. In the first three
videos, both color histogram and frame difference approaches suffer
from low recall. The former approach fails since the color of text
captions and the design template of slides are similar. The latter
approach, on the other hand, fails because it is equally sensitive to the
difference between projected screens and the motion of foreground
objects. As a result, local maxima may not be found when pages are
flipped. In the last two videos, there are more images, figures and
tables. The recall values of color histogram and frame difference are
better compared with the previous three videos. Both approaches
are effective when images are included in slides. Nevertheless, for
figures that contain only lines and curves, and for tables that contain
only texts, color histogram is not effective in detecting the changes.
The performance of our proposed approach, as shown in Table
2, is consistently better than the color histogram and frame difference methods. In most cases, whenever there are changes in figures or images, Eb will possess large value. Similarly, Ec will show
large value whenever there is a change of texts. In the experiments,
false insertions are caused by the sudden change of illumination.
False deletions are mainly due to the low contrast between slides as
well as the low resolution of video quality. Few transitions are not

Recall =

NC
,
NC + NM

Precision =

NC
NC + NI
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Fig. 10. Experimental results for video text detection.

Fig. 11. Extracted high-resolution text of the top left image in Fig. 10.

detected because the main title of adjacent slides is same, while
the main content is very similar. In the current implementation, the
proposed approach can process approximately 70 frames per second
on a Pentium-IV platform.
7.2. Video text recognition
For each shot in the videos, we evenly extract five keyframes
along the time dimension. The number of keyframes can be changed.
According to our experiment, 5--10 frames is considered as appro-

priate. The textboxes from multiple frames are integrated and reconstructed as one high-resolution textbox before text binarization.
The binary textboxes are then fed to the OCR system. Fig. 10 shows
the detected text boxes of several keyframes. We can see that when
the background is not too complicated, the text detection algorithm
works well. Some noise may be included if the text connects with
other edges.
Fig. 11 shows the binarized high-resolution textboxes of a
keyframe. Fig. 12 further shows some of the high-resolution
textboxes obtained from keyframes in Fig. 10. In fact, either low
or high-resolution, most of the characters in titles can be segmented correctly. The difference between two resolutions lies in
two aspects: (i) the edges of high-resolution characters are much
smoother; (ii) the adjacent characters are better separated in high
resolution textboxes. These two factors can make great impact for
OCR recognition. Compared with titles, the texts in content are usually more difficult to segment due to the small character size and
over-illumination. Nevertheless, the results from high-resolution
textboxes are much better than low-resolution ones.
To measure the performance of character recognition, we compute the value of recall (or accuracy) as Nc /Ng , where Nc is the
number of characters recognized by OCR and Ng is the number
of characters in the external documents. Tables 3 and 4 compare
the OCR results for the high resolution texts reconstructed by our
approach and the low resolution. The recognition accuracy for highresolution titles is about 80% to 90%, much better than the accuracy of 20% to 50% for low resolution. The recognition of texts in
the main content is a difficult task. In our experiment, due to the
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Fig. 12. Some of the high-resolution text boxes extracted from the video frames shown in Fig. 10.

Table 3
Results of video text recognition (high resolution)
Lecture video

1
2
3
4
5

Title

Content

Ng

Nc

Nocr

Recall

Precision

Ng

Nc

Nocr

Nh

Recall

Precision

620
230
560
849
705

494
218
515
792
673

582
230
552
840
701

0.80
0.95
0.92
0.93
0.95

0.85
0.95
0.93
0.94
0.96

4117
3162
5058
5282
4238

432
739
1124
1657
1182

1660
2037
2029
3549
2578

1586
1388
1875
2802
2135

0.10
0.23
0.22
0.31
0.28

0.26
0.32
0.55
0.47
0.46

Ng : number of ground-truth characters, Nc : number of correctly recognized characters, Nocr : number of characters output by OCR, Nh : number of characters recognized by
human.

Table 6
Synchronization results

Table 4
Video text recognition (low resolution)
Lecture video

1
2
3
4
5

Title

Content

Recall

Precision

Recall

Precision

0.19
0.22
0.43
0.41
0.52

0.69
0.58
0.78
0.59
0.56

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.06

0.12
0.00
0.10
0.14
0.18

Title

Number of
shots

Number of
pages

Shots not in
external
documents

# of correctly
matched
shots
(title/content)

Accuracy

1
2
3
4
5

48
28
45
55
48

23
17
27
46
43

16
5
8
0
0

27
18
34
51
47

0.84
0.78
0.92
0.93
0.98

(22/5)
(12/6)
(26/8)
(18/33)
(38/9)

The (title/content) in fifth column shows the number of pages that are matched by
title and content.

Table 5
Comparison of text recognition for different algorithms
Algorithm

Lecture
video

Content

Recall

Precision

Recall

Precision

Direct OCR
Y. Zhang [35]
H. Li et al. [36]
X. S. Hua et al. [38]

0.38
0.50
0.52
0.56

0.62
0.70
0.73
0.74

0.03
0.12
0.11
0.14

0.13
0.21
0.21
0.23

Our approach

0.91

0.93

0.24

0.43

ing does not help much for text enhancement. By selecting HCF and
HCB, the algorithm in Ref. [38] performs a little better. Since there
is not much difference between frames, further improvement is difficult. Our approach also employs linear interpolation, and the OCR
performance is significantly improved after multi-frame integration
by considering local color distribution.
7.3. Synchronization

low video quality, more than half of the characters are indeed not
recognized by human. The OCR fails to recognize almost all the low
resolution characters. However, approximately 30% to 60% of humanrecognized characters are successfully recognized by the OCR when
the high-resolution characters are reconstructed. In overall, about
10% to 30% of characters in the content of external documents are
correctly recognized.
Table 5 compares OCR results for different algorithms on the 5
videos. Direct OCR approach is to feed the low-resolution textboxes
to OCR directly. Linear interpolation [35] achieves some improvement for text recognition. The OCR performance is also improved by
employing the algorithm in Ref. [36]. However, this improvement is
mainly due to the linear interpolation phase in the algorithm, while
the multi-frame integration contributes little. As discussed in Section 2, when both text and background are static, multiframe averag-

In our approach, the effectiveness of synchronization is heavily dependent on the recognition of characters in videos. No temporal assumption or other visual feature such as shape or color
is used for matching. The selected test videos were actually taped
in different classrooms of varying settings. Table 6 shows the results of synchronizing video shots and external documents. Each
video shot is linked with a document page that is most similar
to it. The performance is evaluated by accuracy = Nc /Np , where
Nc is the number of shots that can be correctly linked, and Np
is the total number of shots that capture the prepared document
pages.
In the first three videos, because the presented lectures are programming courses, some shots contain only the snapshots of programming codes shown in Borland C + +. These programming codes
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are given in class on the fly and thus not included in the set of prepared documents. In the experiments, we set one confidence level,
based on the sum of title similarity in Eq. (21) and content similarity
in Eq. (22), to exclude the shots without corresponding slides. A shot
is excluded from linking if the sum of title and content similarities
with the most similar page is below the confidence level. In the experiments, we successfully filter all the shots showing Borland C + +
code snippets.
In the tested videos, notice that the number of shots is larger
than the number of actual pages. This is simply because some pages
are shown more than once by flipping backward and forward during
the presentation. Thus, multiple shots may be linked to one page.
The backward transitions or random access of pages in time will not
cause problems since we do not assume temporal smoothness in
matching.
As indicated in Table 6, by using video text for synchronization,
we can achieve the accuracy of approximately 80% to 100% for the
five tested videos. The number of shots that are matched by title
similarity and by content similarity are also indicated in the table.
In overall, about 66% of shots are matched by titles, while 34% of
shots are matched by contents. In the experiment, few shots are mismatched due to: (i) the titles or contents of some pages are similar,
(ii) not enough texts are extracted or recognized, especially for those
pages without titles, the texts from main contents are too few for
matching. The experimental results indicate that the effect of lighting can influence the results of video text analysis. However, as long
as 80% of the characters in titles and 10% to 30% of the characters in
contents can be recognized, the shots and pages are most likely to
be linked correctly.

8. Conclusion
We have presented our end-to-end approaches for the structuring
and indexing of lecture video content. The novelty of our approach
lies in the utilization of scene texts embedded in videos for topical
event detection, content recognition and matching. The proposed algorithm for slide shot transition detection is effective and capable
of operating in real time. Currently, our approach cannot handle the
slide shows with animation. To avoid the spurious detection of shots
due to animation, techniques similar to the traditional shot boundary detectors [14,15], e.g., dissolve and wipe detectors, need to be
developed. The proposed video text analysis is robust when incorporating with super-resolution reconstruction. Experimental results
indicate that the matching of shots and external documents solely
based on textual information are effective. Apparently, the accuracy
of matching can be further improved particularly for the pages with
little text and more graphics, if other cues like the spatial layout and
color are jointly considered. Speech is another important modality
for lecture video indexing. For instance, when the oral presentation
is not aligned with pages being shown, speech can be integrated with
text to further improve our work in this paper. Semantic information, instead of string matching, needs to be employed for the content matching of speech and external documents. Because the text
and speech recognition, in general, play a critical role in this kind of
applications, the content guided approaches such as the utilization
of textual information in external documents can also be exploited
to tolerate possible errors made during recognition.
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